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Activator Coach Program FAQ 

1. What is the Activator Coach Program? 

It is a program to facilitate the continued daily golf development program and access 

opportunities for the participants. Activator coaches will be assisting the participants during 

the program and practice sessions. Activator coaches will gain training via Golf Saudi’s 

Activator Coach education before involvement in the program. 

The training will be delivered by Golf Saudi’s PGA Professional Coaches to ensure the 

correct access to practice, first touch principles, movement discovery and course set and 

play access are maintained on non-programming days. 

2. Will there be certificates of training completion? 

Yes, you will be receiving a certificate for completion of the Activator coach training 

program.  

3. How many hours of training I will receive? 

The training will be delivered in two stages in line with the programming content. 

Approximate learning hours of 16 hours in total over two days with the first session to be 

held early October and the second, mid-January. 

4. What will I get out of this training? 

Activator Coaches will be educated and trained by Golf Saudi’s PGA Professional 

Coaches to ensure the correct access to practice, first touch principles, movement 

discovery and course set and play access are maintained on non-training days. There will 

be two stages. 

a. Stage One 

Safety, group delivery, language, first touch principles, movement discovery and 

game play. 

b. Stage Two 

Early golf mental skills, short game shots frameworks, demonstration skills, ball 

flight laws, course set up and rules. 

 

5. What are the requirements for this program? 

Coach activators requirements are: basic golf understanding, (handicap holders 

preferred) and a keenness to be involved in the program. 

6. What are the roles and responsibilities? 

a. Assisting the PGA Professional golf coach with the training session delivery 

b. Arranging and running group practice sessions 

c. Facilitating course play via course set up 
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d. Support on scoring, rules and guided play 

e. Sharing the progress with the PGA Professional of the on-course progress 

f. Facilitating inclusion and social engagement within the Aramco Golf community 

 

7. How many hours and days I will be required to support on the program? 

The Program is on volunteer basis however, once you have committed and received 

training, we expect each trained individual to support by contributing as and when 

needed with mutual agreed schedule.  Exact time commitment will depend on the 

number of participants and classes.  However, maximum number of hours will not 

exceed 3 hours per week, not including on-course time with new players. 

 

8. How long will I require to support on the program? 

Program will start early October and end in Feb. Your participation will remain on 

volunteer basis, however exact involvement and schedule will be determined by the 

coach, program coordinators and activator coach. 

9. Who is Golf Saudi? 

Golf Saudi is the body responsible for governing the game of golf in the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia. Golf Saudi facilitates the delivery and development of world-class facilities, 

operational excellence, and the implementation of industry best practice to position the 

Kingdom as an exceptional golfing nation. Combined with the creation of the National 

Sustainability strategy, Golf Saudi positions itself as the world’s number one sustainable 

golf company and is committed to delivering this dynamic national development 

program which transforms the golfing landscape. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


